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FDIME Main activities

• offers ESIM Bursaries

• organizes with EFIM the Clinical Research Seminar

• Supports YI exchange program
• Supports poster prizes at ECIM

• Supports Research with annual grants
  • for the study of rare diseases
    – for clinical research in Internal Medicine
2020
An exceptional year

• due to the Covid 19 pandemic some of FDIME activities had to be cancelled
  – the annual Clinical Research Seminar in Paris initially scheduled in June 2020
  – Bursaries for the summer ESIM
  – Best Posters prizes at ECIM
Research Grants

- In 2019.
  - Dr F. Rodrigues from Paris to Leeds
    Macrophages roles in autoinflammatory diseases
    17 500 euros
- In 2020
  - Dr P. Wolf from Vienna to Paris
    Diagnostic Algorithm in excess of Growth Hormone
    17 500 euros
  - Dr M. Manzillotta from Milan to Karolinska Un.
    Optimization of autoimmune pancreatitis treatment
    8 750 euros
2019-2020 FDIME bursaries

• ESIM Winter School
  – Dr Justine Bruvere and Dr Linda Kundzina, from Lithuania

• Young internsits Exchange program
  – Five bursaries
Public Information Letters

• To inform a broad audience on current health problems

• Published monthly
  – On www.fdime.org
  – To a 3000 mailing list
  – On facebook
    • 100 000 persons reached and 5000 interactions per letter
Public Information Letters

10 monthly newsletters dedicated to Covid 19 issues

• In plain language accessible to lay people
• Giving the opinion of European Internists
• On epidemiology, virus and mutants, clinical symptoms and complications, diagnosis, immune response, treatments, vaccines and prevention..
• Thanks to active participation of all FDIME Council members
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_all Internists interested in joining this fascinating experience are warmly welcomed!_